
Carcassonne: The City 

A game for 2-4 players by Klaus Jürgen-Wrede 

Game Contents: 
70 Wooden walls 2 small wooden walls (use near gate when normal walls are too large 12 round wooden towers 
1 city gate 32 followers in 4 colors 2 bags for the tiles and walls/towers 
1 scoring track 75 city tiles 

Note regarding city tiles: Each tile shows one or more of the following features:  
• 1 of 32 public buildings (these are bluish-gray in color) 
• Residential areas (separated by streets) (Tan Background) 
• Market (Fish, grain, or livestock) (Green Background) 
• 1 of 7 historic buildings (Petit Puits, Grand Puits, Tour Carrée, Batiment, Saint Sernin, Saint Nazaire, Chateau Comtal) 
(these are bluish-gray in color) 
• Streets (separated by crossings) 
 
The Goal 

The players work together to build the city of Carcassonne with residential areas, markets, streets, and walls. They 
attempt, by clever placement of their followers, to score points during the game, as well as at the end. 
Preparation 
• Have each player choose a color, and place one follower of that color on the “0” space of the score track, and take the 
others as their supply. 
• Divide the 12 towers equally among the players. 
• Shuffle all the tiles and place them face down in 3 stacks. The first stack should have 30 tiles, the second 25, and the 
third have 20. 
• Place stacks 2 and 3, along with all walls and the city gate, aside for now; they are not used immediately, but will be 
needed later in the game. 

The Game Begins 

Choose a starting player at random. This player begins the game by drawing the first tile from stack one and placing in 
the middle of the table. That may then, if he so chooses, place one follower on one of the features (Street, Market, or 
Residential Area). See below for rules on follower placement. 
Playing the Game 
 

The players take turns in clockwise order, following the starting player. A player takes the following actions, in order, on 
his turn: 
1. The player must draw the next tile and add it to the city. 
2. The player may place a follower on the tile he just placed. 
3. If a street or market was completed by the placement of the tile, the player must score it now. 
 

Adding Tiles to the City 

As his first action, the player must draw the top-most tile from the first stack and add it to the city as follows: 
• The player must place the new tile directly adjacent to one or more existing tiles. 
• Streets, when present, must be continued. Other features may be placed adjacent without regard for matching the 
features. 
Placing Followers 
After adding a tile, the player may place one of his followers as follows: 
• He may place only one follower. 
• He must take the follower from his supply. 
• He may only place the follower on the tile he just placed. 
• He must place the follower on either 
a. A street segment (placed standing, and called a citizen) 
b. A market (placed standing, and caller a seller) 
c. A residential area (placed lying flat, and called a steward) 
Placement Restrictions 
If the added tile continues an existing city feature (street, market, or residential area) and that existing city feature already 
contains one of more followers (of any player), then a follower may not be placed on that city feature. Distance is not 
considered as long as the city feature is continuous. 
When a player adds a tile that completes a market or street that has no previous follower, the player may not place a 



follower on that feature. 
When a player has no more followers in his supply, he continues to play tiles (but not followers). This lack of followers is 
often short lived, as a player’s follower is returned to them as it is scored. 
If, through the placement of a tile, a street or market was completed, the players now score the completed feature. 
Residential areas are not scored at this time. 
This ends the player’s turn, and the next player continues. 
Scoring Completed Streets and Markets 
 

A Completed Street 

A street is complete when the street segments on each end of the street terminate in a crossing, another feature, or (later 
in the game) against a wall. A street is also complete if it forms a closed loop. Between the end-points, a street can have 
any number of street segments, but the players score is based on the number of tiles in the street. 
For a completed street with 1-3 tiles, the player with a citizen on the street scores 1 point for each tile that makes up the 
street (not for each street segment). 
For a completed street with 4 or more tiles, the player with a citizen on the street scores 2 points for each tile that makes 
up the street (not for each street segment). 
Players immediately move their follower on the scoring track the indicated amount, to record their points. If they pass 50 
points, they should place the follower on his side to indicate they have an additional 50 points. 

A Completed Market 

A market is complete when it cannot be further continued (it is bordered on all sides) and has no empty spaces within it. 
A market can have any number of tiles.  
For a completed market, the player with a seller in the market scores 1 point for each tile that makes up the market, 
multiplied by the number of market types within the market area (fish, grain, or livestock). Only the first occurrence of 
each market type counts toward the score of the market. Multiple markets of the same type do not increase the value of 
the market. 
What happens if more than one follower is on a completed street or market? 
Through clever placement of tiles and followers, it is possible for a completed street or market to have several followers. 
This happens when disparate features become connected during the game. In this case, the player with the most 
followers on the feature scores all of the points for the feature. If there is a tie for the most followers on a feature, each 
scores the full points. Players not tied for the most score nothing. 

Returning Followers To Their Owners 

After, and only after, a street or market is complete and scored, all followers on the completed feature are returned to the 
owners supply. As the part of the turn that allows placing a follower is already past, the player may not place this follower 
until his next turn. 

The Residential Areas 

Residential areas are scored only at game end, and not when they are completed. Thus, the followers for them must stay 
until the end of the game. Residential areas are bordered by streets, markets, and walls (this is important for the end 
game scoring of them). 
Players earn points for their stewards only at game end. Stewards remain on the residential areas, once placed. They 
are not returned to their owners until game end! This is why they should be placed lying flat; to reinforce this fact visually. 
With The Second Stack of Tiles, The Walls Enter The Game 
After the last tile is drawn and placed from the first stack, players begin using the second stack, walls, and towers. Player 
may place followers on walls as guards. 

Walls, Towers, and The City Gate 

From this point on, whenever a player places a tile that completes a street or market, causing the feature(s) to be scored, 
the game is interrupted after all scoring of those features is complete, for wall building. 
With the first scoring after players start drawing from the 2nd stack, the player who played the tile that caused the scoring 
takes the City Gate and places it next to a tile of his choice. Each other player then places a wall segment adjacent to the 
city gate (or to other walls) to either the right or the left. In this way, the players build a wall around the city. The wall acts 
as a barrier to future tile additions – tiles cannot be placed outside the walls or gate. 
With each subsequent scoring, each player takes a wall and, beginning with the player who placed the scoring tile, adds 
their wall segment to the existing wall by placing it adjacent to an existing wall segment or to the city gate. 
Whenever a player adds a wall segment to the city wall, he may immediately place a follower from his supply on the wall 
as a guard (only on the wall he just placed). However, if there is already a guard on the city wall directly opposite the wall 
just placed, and there are no tile gaps between them, then a guard may not be placed. 
Guards are scored at the end of the game and remain on the walls, once placed, until then 
After all players have placed their walls, the player whose tile place caused the scoring may place one of his towers at 
either end of the city wall. He then scores 1 point for each wall between the tower he just placed, and the previous tower 



(or the City Gate) along the city wall. 
Building Walls May Cause Markets or Streets To Be Completed 
When a wall causes a street or market to be complete, the complete street or market is immediately scored. 
Scoring caused by wall building does not create a new round of wall building. 
After the player’s turn when the last tile is drawn from the 2nd stack, the player brings forth the 3rd stack, which players 
will now draw tiles from. Play then continues as before with one small change: after each scoring occurs, each player 
places 2 wall segments. As before, the player whose tile caused the scoring places the first wall segment, with each 
player following in turn placing a single wall segment twice around the table until all players have placed two wall 
segments. Also as before, a player may place a follower on a wall as a guard, using the rules for placement described 
above. After the walls are built, the player who tile placement caused the scoring may place a tower. 
If there are not enough walls in the supply for all players to build 2 walls, each builds as many as he can starting with the 
player whose tile placement caused the scoring, and continuing clockwise around the table until the walls are exhausted. 

Game End 

The game ends in one of the following ways: 
• The last wall piece is placed 
• The last tile is placed (complete any scoring caused by it, and the following wall building) 
• The two ends of the City Wall are within 5 wall segments of each other. 
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